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A special Knudsen cell reactor coupled to a mass spectrometer, was specifically designed for the study of organometallic 
precursors. This reactor is built as tandem cells: an evaporation cell and a cracking cell. This reactor tries to simulate the 

conditions found in the bubbler of the ALD system by the evaporation cell and in the hot reaction zone of ALD by the cracking 
cell. The first stage reactor - an evaporation cell - provides an input saturated vapor flow operating from room temperature to 
333 K. The second stage cell, named cracking cell, operated from 333 to 723K in the present study. During experiments, the 
effusion orifice is externally opened for direct mass spectrometric measurements of saturated vapour pressures. The device has 
been tested using the well-known mercury system. The thermal cracking of the gaseous precursor pentakis dimethylamino 
tantalum (PDMAT), generally adopted in the ALD/CVD TaN deposition processes, has been studied in the temperature range 
from 343 to 723K. Experiments showed the apparition of many gaseous species when cracking temperature increased and in 
particular the dimethylamine, HNC2H6 (g), corresponding to the saturated organic branches of PDMAT. Decomposition 
products of the HNC2H6 branch were observed at relatively high temperature, namely above 633K. This gas phase study - as 
for the saturated preceding one- shows the presence of oxygen containing molecules in PDMAT cracked vapor. Thus it allows 
explaining the systematic presence of oxygen contamination in the deposited TaN films observed in ALD/CVD industrial 
processes.
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